Reunion With Friends
1994-10-16

Unity of North Hills
1994-1016-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of Light divine.
That is you. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph, Jesus you have
called me. Yeshua, you have called me, and it is in great joy that I come to
abide with you this afternoon in your timing, as you have chosen to turn the
focus of your attention unto me.

1994-1016-002

This is truly a family reunion. I have invited all of you to come and I thank
you for answering my invitation. Indeed, many times you will come unto a
gathering such as this. Some of you making trek from a long distance and
you will connect with someone that perhaps you feel that you have not met
in this lifetime, but there is an instant familiarity, a feeling of family. A
feeling of, "I have known you before. I have seen you. I must have talked
with you before." And indeed, you have.

1994-1016-003

Perhaps not what you would see as this lifetime, but definitely in what you
would experience as other lifetimes, and the familiarity that you feel goes
back to even before time began, for indeed, you are the One great ray of
Light. The One great ray of Light that has agreed to come to anchor your
Light upon this plane in what you see this time to be.

1994-1016-004

All of you have asked in what you would see as this lifetime, you have
asked, "Why am I here? What is my purpose? Surely there must be more of
a reason to be upon this plane than just to have the employment, to gain
the golden coins, to have the career. Surely there must be more than just
having the beloved mate, the family, the child," and that is grand for that is
a blessing. And yet, there is more. This is what the holy Child is longing to
know. This is what your soul, as it has been termed, has been calling out to
know. "Why am I here? What is my purpose?" And your purpose, beloved
ones, is to shine forth the Light that you are.

1994-1016-005

To allow it to radiate in grand brilliance as you come unto a place of
acknowledging your own Light. All of your brothers and sisters as you would
see them to be individual expressions of the Light, all of them are mirrors
for the Light that you are.

1994-1016-006

For as you behold a brother or sister and as you relate to what they are
telling you, what they are experiencing you see in that yourself. And you
allow the heart to open and you allow the heart to support one another.
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You allow the Light that you are to come forth unto ones who may be living
in darkness not knowing their own Light. And they see in you a hope, a
radiance and they may not at first, acknowledge that this is who they are.
But because they see you and because they know that you are expressing
with the molecules of physicality, the body, and that you have come through
challenges such as they have, they look upon you and they can understand,
they can relate to what you share with them. And if one known as Jane can
come through all of the challenges that seemingly she has come through and
can still be joyous about what she is doing, perhaps,"Perhaps there is hope
for me." And if one known as Kathy can be doing what she is with the
challenges that she has in her life, her questions, the confusion, the
balancing of all of the aspects of life. And she can still find time to smile,
and still find time to talk to me and to share words of wisdom, to share a
book, an insight, to share the Love in her heart, "Perhaps I have hope.
Perhaps I can know more of who I am."
1994-1016-007

That is what your brothers and sisters receive as a gift from you. You often
go through your life and feel very much as the individual self. You feel that
what you are doing is for yourself, but there is no isolation, there is no
separation. And as you are lifted up, as you allow yourself the insights and
the shifts in perception that bring you to a higher vision, you uplift all of
creation, all of your brothers and sisters for you are joined.

1994-1016-008

Very much as you would see the spider web, a net work that is joined and
yet, joined even more closely than what you would see the spider web to be.
And what happens if you take one point on that spider web and you lift it
up? Does not all of the spider web vibrate with that lifting? Indeed, and
that is what you do as you allow yourself to come up higher in your vision.
You uplift all of the brothers and sisters.

1994-1016-009

So think not that what you do even in coming unto a gathering such as this.
Think not that what you do is a mere thing. It is a grand and beautiful
thing. Every choice that you make to allow yourself to see the whole vision,
the behold the holiness of the one who stands in front of you and I do not
mean just one Jeshua ben Joseph. I mean the brothers and sisters who
stand before you as well. As you behold their holiness, as you see their
wholeness and perfection even though they know it not, you uplift all of
creation and you transform your world.

1994-1016-010

You
the
the
you

have seen this. You have demonstrated this for yourself. You have seen
changes that have happened in your life in what you would say to be
last few months of your timing, the last few years in your timing. As
have had the books that come to hand, the ones that just come right
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out there to hand and you wonder why, "Why did this come? Why did this
fall on the floor right in front of me? Why did my friend speak of this
book?" And you take the book and you read it and there is something in
there which may or may not actually be contained within the words upon
the page. It may be what you would say in between the lines, even.
1994-1016-011

But it speaks to you and with that speaking which is yourself calling it
forth, you allow yourself a grander vision of why you are here and what
your purpose is. If you will receive it, your purpose in this day and time, this
lifetime as you would see this lifetime to be, your purpose is to come Home.

1994-1016-012

There has been a longing in the soul of the holy Child. A home sickness.
That is why when you come unto a gathering such as this and you reunite
with members of the family there is a feeling of togetherness. There is a
longing to come Home.

1994-1016-013

Many of you have searched in what you would see as many years of a
lifetime and have asked, "Where do I belong? Where is my family?" Many of
you have looked upon the family members in the biological family and you
have said, "I don't really know these ones. Are these my family?" And there
has been a feeling within the heart that has questioned and has searched
for ones who will be in alignment with your heart.

1994-1016-014

Your purpose, beloved one, is to come Home. To come unto a place in full
awareness. Still expressing with the molecules of the dust of the earth,
known as the grand body. It is a joy to express with a body. To come Home
in total awareness of the Light that you are. To come Home in total
awareness that you are free to manifest the heart's desire, as you are
doing, and to express grand Love upon this plane. That is your purpose.

1994-1016-015

And all of you are upon what you would see as the journey Home. All of you
have asked in this lifetime and other lifetimes as you would see them to be,
all of you have asked, "Where is Home?" You have made trek to various
geographical locations. The ones who are searching, the ones who are
following the heart, the ones that you have labeled and termed as the new
agers, the ones that are upon this wave of remembrance, are ones who love
to travel.

1994-1016-016

All of you upon a moment's notice will pack the toothbrush and off you go.
All of you with that desire have faced the issue of, "Am I worthy to spend
the golden coins to travel?" And there is a very strong desire within the
heart to take what is seen as the body and to take it unto another
geographical location in your search for Home, in your search to reconnect
with the family, in your search to know your wholeness.
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1994-1016-017

You are all very mobile, I think the term is. Beloved Elder has often
complained that the mailing list changes every day as you pick up the
belongings and you follow the heart's desire. He has said it is almost
impossible to keep an up to date mailing list. Even though he would print it
out every day.

1994-1016-018

All of you are searching, wanting to come Home. Asking, "Where is Home?
What does it feel like? How do I find it? What is the address?" And I will
share with you that Home is where the heart is. You have that saying in
your world and it is a grand truth. Home is where the heart that you are,
is. And as you abide in the heart that you are, as you abide in the Love that
you are and the peace, and you allow yourself to connect with the still
small voice of the heart, you come Home.

1994-1016-019

Yes, beloved one and it is time for you deserve it. Everyone of you deserve
it. It is your divine birthright to know Home and to come Home. All of you
have been as the Prodigal Daughter and Son. You have gone unto a far
country to experience what that far country looks like. What adventures
you can have in the far country. Who inhabits the far country and what do
they believe? What do they look like? And you have gone unto many of what
you would see as far countries in all of the adventures of the holy Child.

1994-1016-020

Always there has been a remembrance deep within the heart. A
remembrance of the Father's house. A remembrance of Home. And what you
are feeling now very strongly is, "That I will arise up. I will return again
unto my Father's house." Now is the Father's house far from you? No, it is
right here within, indeed. For many lifetimes, many adventures as you would
see the histories to be, the adventures to be, grand expression upon this
plane. Many lifetimes you have turned the focus of your attention unto the
world and unto the adventure. You have even said, "I will return again Home,
later."

1994-1016-021

{Laughter.}

1994-1016-022

"Let me now see what I can experience. Let me now see what I can create.
I'll go Home later." You have even said that in this lifetime and other
lifetimes, for indeed the holy Child enjoys creating. It is your nature to be
creative. But now you are desiring to create beauty and harmony, balance,
reverence, honor for all life forms. You are desiring to turn the adventure
that has been most exciting but sometimes constricting, sometimes
fearsome. You are desiring to turn that adventure into the happy adventure.

1994-1016-023

You are asking, "What can I create that is of my Father's house? What can
I create upon this plane that allows me remembrance of my Father's
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house?" And you are well in process of setting right before yourself the
catalyst for remembrance. There is grand wisdom that comes from the
heart.
1994-1016-024

You set before yourself the challenges in order to know your creativity. You
set before yourself the challenges in order to know your grand strength.
Never do you fail. Never have you failed. Never do you need to judge what
you have chosen to experience for you have never failed and you have never
been as your religious organizations would tell you. Everything has been for
the choice of experiencing and even what you would see as the unhappy
experiences have been very much in order to bring the holy Child to the
place of asking, "Is there not another way to experience? I will choose
anew."

1994-1016-025

All of the choices have brought you to this place where you see yourself
now to be and none of the choices have been wrong. Do not heap guilt upon
the shoulders for what you would see and judge to have been a wrong
choice. All of the choices have brought you to where you are and it is good.

1994-1016-026

It is much as you would see the smorgasbord of the food upon the table and
you go and you select various types of food. And you try the horseradish
and you say, "Oh, no. That's not for me. Maybe a tiny dose but not a whole
heap of it." And you try the chocolate cake and it tastes most wondrous in
the mouth. It dissolves and you say, "Oh, yes, chocolate is good." And you
try all of the different dishes upon the table and some if they are bitter to
the taste, you say, "Oh, I have chosen wrong." You have not chosen wrongly.
You have chosen for the experience to know what horse radish tastes like.

1994-1016-027

Great isn't it?

1994-1016-028

Indeed, it is a grand spice that brings out the flavor in some of the other
foods. That is what all of the choices have been about, to experience them
and to give flavor unto some of the other choices so that you could compare
and contrast, as the mind likes to do, and to come up with what you desire.

1994-1016-029

Now you are at a place of saying, "I will come Home again. I desire to come
again unto the Father's house. I desire to know that Love of my brothers
and sisters. Not that they need give that to me, but in my giving of who I
am to them, I see them as Love and in seeing them as Love I feel I have
received." That is what transforms your world.Whenever you would look
upon relationship, and you would ask of another to love you, "To fulfill me.
Please Love me. Want to be with me. I want to share with you all. Please
Love me." That is looking upon one side of the coin. Allow yourself to be so
busy that you are extending the Love of who you are appreciating each
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one's divine expression upon this plane. That you know yourself to be in the
flow of Love and you will very much feel that they are returning that Love
for you in your house, are abiding in Love and there is nothing that comes to
that house except Love for that is what you are surrounding yourself with.
1994-1016-030

The voice of the world, the values of the world are diametrically opposed to
the Truth of your being. The world would cry out and say, "Give me Love."
The world would say, "I must be loved," and would put up all kinds of
requirement of how it should be given. How relationship should be. And this
changes as you have seen from society to society, time to time. In one
society as what would be known as the tribal society that all of you have
experience, it was seen as of value that you would express Love with all of
the members of the tribe. There was not the restriction that there would
be just one in what is termed now, the committed relationship. But Love was
freely shared on a physical basis as well as from the heart and you have all
known that and you have all experienced it.

1994-1016-031

That is why some of you say, "Well, I do not understand why I cannot love
more than one person." Of course you can love more than one person. You
are the Love that flows forth freely and as you allow yourself to extend
Love unto everyone that you meet, you will find your world transformed. You
will find the brothers and sisters being most attracted to you because they
feel the Love that you are and it awakens in them a remembrance of who
they are.

1994-1016-032

So you will find yourself surrounded by what you would see as many suitors.
Not a bad place to be. If anyone would feel loneliness get yourself busy in
extending Love. Get yourself busy in standing before one and saying, "I
remember you. Grand expression upon this plane. What do you like to do?
What excites your heart? What activities do you find yourself immersed in?
Tell me about yourself. What have you read lately?" and you will find that
in showing the interest unto one, you discover yourself. For everyone that
you behold is as a facet of your Self. The total Self that you are and it is
most beautiful.

1994-1016-033

Everyone has a talent, an ability that they have honed throughout the ages
that they bring now into focus to share with others. Even though they may
not know it and they may not even value it. There is with each one, a
treasure. And as you allow yourself to abide with that one and look deep
within their eyes and ask of them in words, in different ways, "Who are
you? Tell me about yourself? What do you like to do?" That one will open as
a flower opens to your Love, to your sunshine and you will find yourself most
busy for there will be many who want to be in your company, for in being in
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your remembrance of the Love that you are, they begin to become alive as
well. It is a grand secret which is not a secret, but it is a grand place to
be.
1994-1016-034

As you allow yourself to become totally alive, it is most contagious and it
spreads as the ripples upon a pond and the brothers and sisters catch that
feeling of aliveness. They catch that feeling of hope. They allow the mind to
get very busy with unlimitedness. Not busy with the schedules of the world
and the constriction of the belief of the world, but they allow the mind to
open and to entertain unlimited possibilities.

1994-1016-035

Even asking of themselves, rather hesitantly perhaps in the beginning, "But
if I were totally unlimited, if I didn't need to do what the world has told me
I need to do in order to sustain the body, what would I do? Where would I
go?" And that is how the grander vision is born. Allowing the restrictions to
fall away. Asking yourself such as in the programs you have upon your
square box known as the TV, the programs that play with the idea of space
travel, science fiction. Places in the future and yet they are not in your
future as you see and behold that program. It is very much in your now,
because you are there now, as you are experiencing that program.

1994-1016-036

But that is why so many of the brothers and sisters enjoy what is known as
science fiction. It is not exactly science and it is definitely not fiction. But
it allows you to go with the imagination. To take off all of the boundaries,
the limitations of what you see this point of focus, this time to be, and to
play with ideas. To play with ideas of the unlimited Self. And in allowing
yourself that feeling that comes with it, you come Home again.

1994-1016-037

For Home, yes, is within. Home, yes, is a place of Love. Home, yes, is a place
of peace, but it is a very active place of dynamic ideas, unlimited ideas. For
as you will allow yourself to connect with the heart that you are and to
listen to the still small voice you will find yourself and you already have,
traveling unto other dimensions.

1994-1016-038

As you allow yourself time to sit in meditation you have found yourself
transported from where you see this focus to be unto grand worlds, past
worlds, future worlds, other dimension worlds. And you call forth seemingly
ancient wisdom in order to remind yourself of the unlimited wholeness that
you are. That is why there is value in the idea, in the concept of
reincarnation.

1994-1016-039

It allows the holy Child to connect with the possibility that he or she is
much more than what sits upon the chair in this afternoon and much more
than the personality that you identify with right now. And you play with
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the idea, "Well perhaps I have been Cleopatra. And if I have been
Cleopatra, what did it feel like? What did I do? What did I experience?"
And then another one comes along and says, "I thought I was Cleopatra."
1994-1016-040

{Laughter}

1994-1016-041

And indeed, that other one has been as you have been for there is no
separation. It does not need to be sliced as you would slice a piece of pie.
It is yours for the claiming and for the treasure that is contained therein.
For it allows you to go beyond the limited mind. It allows you to go beyond
what you see right in front of the nose.

1994-1016-042

So if you feel that you have been Cleopatra, claim it. A grand thing to
claim. If you feel that you have been one of the knights of the round table,
and you have been, claim it. For indeed everything that you can entertain in
your imagination, every lifetime that you feel a resonance with you have
experienced that lifetime. Otherwise it would not come knocking upon the
door of your consciousness. Otherwise you would have no place within your
computer for it to compute. There would be no software, as it is called, no
program.

1994-1016-043

But when it comes and it feels right claim it. Play with it. For it allows you
to expand the image of who you think you have been and who you think you
are and you are much more. Even more than what you will entertain in
thinking of past lives and future lives. It is a grand adventure.

1994-1016-044

All of expression of the holy Child is a grand adventure but it need not be
undertaken asleep. That is what you are coming to claim, to know in this
lifetime. That yes, you will still experience the grand adventure not only on
this plane where you see the density, as it has been called, of matter but
upon other planes as well and you will still always forever express as the
Light that you are beyond this dimension, beyond what you can imagine now.

1994-1016-045

For life and the holy Child go on forever. You are infinite. There are no
boundaries except as you would entertain a boundary from time to time, but
there are no boundaries in the Truth of your being. And you can express and
experience everything you desire and to experience it in joy.

1994-1016-046

That is what the holy Child is now decreeing. "I will be upon a grand
adventure, yes, I will interact with what I see as the individual expressions
of the Light upon this plane known as the brothers and sisters. But I will
behold who they truly are as I know myself to be unlimited. I will have
many adventures." For indeed, it has been said and it is a grand Truth, that
in my Father's house are many mansions. Not just one experience. Not just
one plane of expression. In my Father's house of knowing who I am and the
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unlimited holy Child, created before time was. In my Father's house, in that
awareness I go forth to experience all of the rooms in that house. Much as
a child would do and does running from room to room to see what is in that
room.
1994-1016-047

You have played in this room for what you would see as many lifetimes. You
have allowed yourself in meditation, in imagination, in unlimitedness to go
and to experience other rooms as well, and you will forever for it is good.
But it is not limited just to this.

1994-1016-048

That is what the holy Child is now desiring to know. Desiring to come Home
in awareness. Not to have to lay down the body to ascend unto Heaven and
then to know my Father House. Indeed, you have laid down the body more
times that we can count. If we were to begin counting right now we would
be here until what you see as the choice to lay down this body before we
would be finished counting.

1994-1016-049

You have expressed and experienced countless times with the molecules of
the body, the molecules of matter all for the experience and the joy of it.
And you are now integrating, you are bringing forward into your conscious
remembrance experiences of other lifetimes, as you would see them to be,
so that you know and will claim your unlimitedness.

1994-1016-050

But I will rise up and I will come again unto my Father's House. I will go
Home in awareness of the unlimited power of Light. Not the power as the
world would see power to be, for that is temporal and that is passing. And
all of you, if you will receive it, have experienced having much power upon
this plane as the ruler, as the grand priestess who ruled the high priest who
thought that he was in charge of the whole country, and yet you ruled him
for you knew his heart.

1994-1016-051

All of you have experienced being the one in power upon this plane and as
you come unto the place of choosing to lay down the body in what was seen
as that lifetime, there was an ache, a longing, an un-fulfillment, a tiny
piece within that still felt empty. And you asked of your servants to bring
you everything. All of the treasures, all of the homage from other nations,
all of the jewels, all of the golden coins and they brought them unto you
and they heaped them high in the storehouses and you went and you looked
upon the golden coins and the precious jewels and it did not satisfy the
longing. And you said, "Bring me all of my wives, bring me all of my children.
Bring me all of the beautiful women that you can find within the boundaries
of my country," and you servants went out and brought you all of the wives,
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all of the children, all of the beautiful women in the country and you looked
upon them and they were beautiful. But there was still a longing.
1994-1016-052

You requested of all of your wise men and sages to come and you held forth
with them and said, "Tell me what I am searching for? Tell me the wisdom
of the ages," and they expounded upon all of the texts, all of the
scriptures, all of the ancient writings and it was exciting to the mind, but
still there was a longing.

1994-1016-053

And you laid down the body in that lifetime, a sorrowful man, or woman, still
desiring to come Home. You have all known temporal power. You have all
known to give a command of, "Off with the head," yes, and off with the
heads and it did not satisfy the longing. So you have come in what you
would see as another time and you have decreed, "I will know who I am and
I will return Home to my Father's House." That is what the longing is all
about.

1994-1016-054

That is why you read the books. That is why you discuss with a friend. That
is why you make trek to other geographical locations to connect with the
family. That is why you go unto workshops. That is why you play one with
another. That is why you behold each one and you say, "Share with me your
wisdom." And in the sharing the understanding grows.

1994-1016-055

This is a time of grand excitement upon this plane. It is a time of
Homecoming. It is a time of family reunion in gatherings such as this. Many
of you coming together bringing your Light together and augmenting what
you see as your Light with the blending of the Light of others.

1994-1016-056

There is much call to be with the family. To come again into community even
upon this plane. To reconnect with the heart family and this you do to
remind you of Home. For as you allow your heart to open and to love
whoever stands in front of you in a most unconditional Love that reaches out
and touches and loves.Then you connect with Home. Home is not afar off.
Home is not off on cloud ninety-nine, or whatever. Home is not something
that you have to wait lifetimes for, that you have to purity yourself in
various rituals, no.

1994-1016-057

In allowing the heart to open and to stand before one and to behold the
Christ that they are, instantly you purify yourself for that Love is pure and
you come Home. It is simplicity itself. It is the simplicity of the smile of the
eyes, the smile of the mouth, the radiance that lights up the face when you
smile.

1994-1016-058

As you look in your mirror and you allow yourself to smile at the one that
you see in the mirror, there is a grand radiance. You come alive. Each and
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every one of you, you do that, and as you smile with a brother or sister,
guess what? It touches their heart. It ignites a spark of remembrance.
1994-1016-059

Coming Home is simplicity itself. It is what you have all desired and it is
coming rapidly now for you have decreed that you will put it off no longer.
If you will receive it, you have set into process your Homecoming even
before, what you would see as, this lifetime. For you have experienced
lifetimes of pain and sorrow, of such pain and heaviness that you have
finally stopped as the Prodigal Daughter and Son, you have finally stopped
and said, "There must be a better way," and with that one thought you set
in process your Homecoming.

1994-1016-060

And it comes rapidly now for you have decreed not because master outside
of yourself have said that it is time and that you are responding to what
they decree. No, it is you as the holy Child who are decreeing, "I will come
Home. I want to know what does Home feel like? Where is it?" And you are
discovering it little by little and as you share it with the brothers and
sisters it grows.

1994-1016-061

You have all felt a grand acceleration upon this plane and again it is not
because ones outside of you are saying, "Well, we will now speed up the
vibration of Light reaching the Holy Mother, the planet Earth." No, the
vibration of Light is speeding up upon this plane on our Holy Mother, the
Earth, but it does not come from without you. It comes from within you. And
you are saying, "I will know, the Light that I am. It is time and I will speed
up all of the activities." All of you have said, "There is not enough time to
do all that I want to do." Everyone of you has said that.

1994-1016-062

And it is because you are allowing and bringing forth the acceleration. Even
in what you would see as the outside activities, outside of yourself, and they
are not outside of you for you are the one who is calling forth all of the
options. But you have said, "I will bring forth an acceleration of the
vibration of Light that I am upon this plane so that I can see it, so that I
can hear it," and you will, "So that I can even taste the vibration of Light."
Play with that idea. What would Light taste like?

1994-1016-063

Chocolate.

1994-1016-064

{Laughter}

1994-1016-065

Chocolate. For some it will taste like chocolate, indeed. Play with that idea
for you are calling forth your own Homecoming. You are calling forth the
acceleration that you experience and the time comes rapidly now when you
will behold the Light even in physical form of yourself and of your brothers
and sisters.
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1994-1016-066

It will become so visible because of the acceleration that you are allowing,
the acceleration of the vibration of the Light, that it will be so visible that
no longer will the belief in separation be tenable. For the Light that this
one is will glow as it does now in such radiance that it will be seen to flow
over into the Light of this one which flows over into the Light of this one
which flows over into the Light of this one over here. Which it does, even
now.

1994-1016-067

And ones will behold that even with the physical eyes and no longer will
they be able to say that there is separation and it will transform your
world.

1994-1016-068

It is a time of grand celebration and I stand that close to your choice to
know the Light that you are, for I can see the Light that you are and it is
beautiful. And I stand ready to welcome you into another room, another
mansion of our Father's House, for it is a grand play house. A place of grand
joy and celebration. As the holy Child then knows that he/she is free to
choose what you want to experience, how you want to express. And you will
not even be limited to one expression or one experience.

1994-1016-069

You will be very much as you see now, the choice that you have of tuning
into a different station on your television set. Beloved Elder has what he
calls the cable TV with many many options, fifty? More than that?
Something like that, whatever. More than he can watch at one time.

1994-1016-070

{Laughter}

1994-1016-071

And you will find yourselves selecting to be what you would see in this
dimension, experiencing, sharing with the one that is next to you and in the
next moment if you so desire you will be on that spaceship out in a far
universe and with a choice, you will be where you would see the ancient
pyramids to be. Remembering and experiencing, recollecting what you have
already known for indeed you have already known the spaceship that you
would see to be in the future. You will find yourself selecting in
unlimitedness for you will know yourself to be unlimited.

1994-1016-072

As we speak of these ideas and concepts, you say, "Yes, I can sort of
understand that. It is sort of like a book, a science fiction book. Neat idea."
And as you can entertain that idea allow yourself to claim that it is a truth
of your being, the experience that you will see within the adventure as a
truth of your being.

1994-1016-073

The Truth of your being is that you are the holy Child, that you are Light
divine. The energy of Light experienced and expressed of Love, and you are
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forever ongoing. Forever experiencing as you would choose. It is a time of
grand joy.
1994-1016-074

Allow yourself in every morning of your timing to awaken. To awaken to the
holy Child that you are. To awaken in symbolic form as you open the eyes in
each moment and to say to yourself, "I am the holy Child who is now awake
and I dwell within my Father's House." For indeed you do.

1994-1016-075

And then go forth from that place into all the activities of the world in
that day knowing that you dwell eternally within the House of the
Father.Now would be a good time to take a break, to stretch the bodies, to
walk about a bit. To refresh, to drink some water and then we will meet
again and we will play with the questions if there be questions. So be it.

1994-1016-076

{Break}

1994-1016-077

Now we continue. I desire, yes, to be amongst you as I was in what you
would see as olden times, and yet those are not olden times for they are
very much right here with us now. You would see yourselves to be
expressing with a different design pattern, a different body, recycled a bit,
expressing with perhaps another name and not always another name. You
would see this to be another expression and experience and yet here we are
gathered as we have been many other times together.

1994-1016-078

I desire to reach out and touch everyone of you. To touch that place of
remembrance for there is indeed, in the energy of the holy Child as you
have collected the molecules of the dust of our Holy Mother, the Earth this
beautiful bag of dust in each one's design pattern. There is within the
energy pattern what you would call a chakra, a place of an energy vortex
as it has been known, a place of remembrance where when it is physically
touched it allows for connection with remembrance.

1994-1016-079

All of you have done this. Many times as you have been thinking of an
answer to a question someone has come up to you and they have asked the
question and then you think, "Oh, now where was that? Who was that?" And
you have touched the place of remembrance. The physical energy vortex,
yes, and the place of remembrance within the heart.

1994-1016-080

So today in what you see as the afternoon of your timing, I desire to reach
out and touch, to bless each one of you in turn, and if there be questions
you may ask your questions. Keeping in mind that this is a large gathering
and that there is within your perception a time to fit this into, a time
interval.
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1994-1016-081

Beloved one, I would touch you once again as I have done in olden times. I
would say unto you to remember who you are and to come Home again.
There has been in recent timing an awakening within the heart. There has
been much of what you would see as the seed bursting its casing and saying,
"I must know who I am. I must allow this to sprout and to grow." All is
well, beloved one, for indeed you come Home quickly now. A place Home, a
place of joyousness. Would you have a question, beloved one?

1994-1016-082

It is not necessary, for indeed the question that you have been asking most
dearly, has been answered. It is the heart opening, awakening, expressing,
really allowing everything to flow as it's symbolize even by the tears.
Tears are your grandest servants. They allow you to release old
constrictions. They allow you to connect with the flow, the energy that you
are.

1994-1016-083

Every time you would allow a tear to flow, thank it. Know that you are one
with that flow for it symbolizes the release of old constrictions. It is
beautiful. Thank you.

1994-1016-084

Beloved one, I would touch. I would reach out and touch as we have done in
other times and I would say unto you to remember. To know that you are
already the holy Child. That there is nothing that you need do in order to
know who you are except to claim it. For you are beautiful. You are your
Father's only Child in whom He is well pleased. These are hands that have
done much work. That have done much healing in this lifetime and in other
lifetimes. They are healing hands. There is much energy in these hands. You
have felt that even upon your own body as there would be a part of the
body that would call out to you and you have taken the hand and you have
placed it upon the part that was calling out, upon the place that would hurt
and there has been the heat, yes, and the warmth, yes, and the healing.
The connection of oneness of the energy that you are.

1994-1016-085

Would you have a question, beloved one?

1994-1016-086

No, I don't at the moment.

1994-1016-087

Very good, beloved one, for as you have discerned we are always in
communion one with another and I am always available unto you. For often
you speak with me. Often you pray to me and I answer. Thank you.

1994-1016-088

Beloved one, who is the angel upon this plane. I would say to you to
remember your angelic being. Remember the joy of expressing. Remember
the Light that you are and in that you come Home. It is a grand joy to see
you once again. How are you, beloved one?
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1994-1016-089

Wonderful.

1994-1016-090

You are indeed, wonderful and allow yourself to abide with that term you
have just chosen for it aptly describes the holy Child. Would you have a
question this afternoon?

1994-1016-091

.{not clear}...?..

1994-1016-092

Ah, beloved one, yes, you are one who desires to make trek, reconnect with
family and you will be directed from the heart. You have had ideas. Ideas
that excite the heart and it is not that you will travel just unto one place.
You will make trek unto various places as the family reawakens and comes
together. You will find yourself traveling to what you would see as your far
West. Several places in the far West. The place in the Southwest and then
a beautiful tropical island that call to you. That has much of remembrance
that it would share with you.

1994-1016-093

It is not necessary that you abide there for a long time. It is not necessary
that you take up residence and stay there for a long time. But you will
make trek there as the unlimited Child that you are and you will set aside
the golden coins that need to be in order to shower upon yourself the
treasure that you are. You will be making many treks in this next year and
two of your timing. Enjoy.

1994-1016-094

I love to travel. I do it all the time.

1994-1016-095

{Loud laughter}

1994-1016-096

Beloved joyous one, again the angel upon this plane, remember who you are
and come Home. Allow yourself each time you gaze into the mirror, into the
pool of water. Allow yourself to behold the Light, the angelic being that you
are for it is most beautiful. Your brothers and sisters behold this. They see
you, they experience you as the angel that you are.

1994-1016-097

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-098

Yes, could you tell me in what way I would best be willing to serve?

1994-1016-099

Indeed, beloved one. You serve your Self - the Self with a capital "S" best in coming Home. You will find avenues that excite the heart, that allow
the heart to open. Ideas that are new and yet, old. Rediscovering ways in
which you have served the brothers and sisters and the Brotherhood, the
Sisterhood as you have known it. And in that you come Home.

1994-1016-100

There is not a specific path that is of more value than another. It is the
way of the world that would set levels and values upon avenues of service.
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But in the eyes of the wholeness that you are, each path comes Home. Each
path serves the holy Child.
1994-1016-101

Allow yourself to be of good cheer. Allow yourself to abide in the radiance
of joy and follow the heart's desire, and do not feel that having chosen one
path, one avenue of service that you will always and forever be stuck in
that, for you will pick and choose and change. It is the way of the holy
Child to change. Have fun with it.

1994-1016-102

Again, you will be doing much healing. Not only on the physical level but
more on the emotional level of allowing others to know the nurturing and
the support. Allowing others to see the image, the whole image of
themselves for you will give much and you have already, give much
encouragement unto others. For you will look at them even in the midst of
their confusion and you will smile, a smile such as a grandmother would give
unto the small grandchild who is learning to walk. Who gets up. Toddles
about. Falls down and gets up again. You see that in all of your brothers
and sisters and you will say unto them, "No matter how many times you feel
you fall down, get up again. It is a grand journey and you are doing well."
Thank you.

1994-1016-103

Thank you.

1994-1016-104

Beloved, Jester upon this plane. Jester in the true sense of bringing
happiness to this plane and anchoring the joy of the holy Child. I would have
you remember, I would have you come Home again. For it is indeed, the true
desire of your soul to know the Father's house and to come Home in full
awareness. You are already doing that for there is much of service that you
give unto what you would see as the brothers and sisters, and in doing that
you serve the One Self that we are.

1994-1016-105

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-106

Are we already at two thousand, each our birth?

1994-1016-107

Indeed.

1994-1016-108

We are there?

1994-1016-109

Indeed, as you would count it.

1994-1016-110

The energy is very very deep.

1994-1016-111

Indeed, and accelerating every moment.

1994-1016-112

And there is one who has written the Celestine. Do we honor the Mayan
culture has come through and we now, and I have tonight, today, shared
energy with you consciously. Is this to be?
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1994-1016-113

Indeed, it is to be and has been for there has been no ceasing except as
you would turn the focus of your attention unto other things temporarily.
Always, our energy is one.

1994-1016-114

And the awareness of this energy does not interfere?Indeed, it does
not, beloved one, for you will integrate all of it. That is why you are
calling it forth into conscious awareness at this time. Is to not see it as
separate, not even ..... but to allow yourself to integrate it into the
whole, the one that we are. To know that the various languages, the
concepts and ideas speak to the heart as reminders.

1994-1016-115

That is why there are some who will be drawn unto certain languages,
certain books, certain ideas, certain ..{Interference}.. It speaks a language
to them that allows that holy Child to come Home again. So in that, every
book that you pick up if you feel an alignment with it, it is your servant.
Every idea, every even labeling of energy as you would see the separate
energies to be separate, every acknowledgement of energy is as catalyst for
remembrance. Honor all concepts. Honor all paths.

1994-1016-116

Some you will feel in more alignment with and that is well and good. Others
will feel more in alignment with other ideas. It is much now as you see upon
your plane of the countries and the spoken languages. You feel an
understanding with what is termed English although it is much more
American than English. Others of your brothers and sisters feel an
attunement and an understanding with what is known as French. And that is
all well and good, for it brings the holy Child back Home.

1994-1016-117

You have a saying that has just now come to the surface, an awareness
that is now coming to the surface of the consciousness of the holy Child,
and it is to honor diversity. To honor the different paths. For indeed
diversity shows not separation, but shows the facets upon the gemstone and
shows the one gemstone when it is understood.

1994-1016-118

Okay.

1994-1016-119

Yes.

1994-1016-120

Beloved brother.

1994-1016-121

Hello again.

1994-1016-122

Hello again. We meet again in this fashion and it a grand joy. I would have
you remember ancient times, yes. Ancient times that we have walked
together. Ancient times of breaking bread, ancient times of healing, but I
would have you remember even more before time began. To remember the
holy Child that you are created perfect before time was and when the
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purpose of time has been fulfilled you will remember who and what you
always have been and will be.
1994-1016-123

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-124

I hear rumors I'm headed South eventually. Does that make sense?

1994-1016-125

Would you desire to head South?

1994-1016-126

I won't have to shovel snow there.

1994-1016-127

This is true. How far South would you go? For indeed, if you go far enough
South you will find snow again.

1994-1016-128

{Laughter}

1994-1016-129

Where the seasons don't change.

1994-1016-130

Indeed. It is the desire of your heart to make trek and to experience a new
geographical location, a reconnecting with a place where you have lived
many experiences, histories as you would call them. So you will be doing
some trek, yes, but you will not forget your bond with this place and there
will be the journeys back to reconnect in physical form with the friends
that you have here. It not that you will pack up everything and go forever
in what you would see as this lifetime.

1994-1016-131

For even as you have discerned our Holy Mother, the Earth, the distances
are shrinking. It is because the holy Child has said, "I will travel instantly."

1994-1016-132

Right.

1994-1016-133

Have fun with it, beloved one.

1994-1016-134

Beloved daughter, how are you in this day and time?

1994-1016-135

I wish my health was a little bit more under my control.

1994-1016-136

Ah, beloved one, it is. I would have you remember your wholeness. I would
have you remember the way Home. I would have you sit and abide and know
that you are in your Father's house and in your Father's house is wholeness
even of the body. It is very much under your control. Not the control of ego
that speaks of separation and will say that it is something that you must
will to happen and that, "If I do not have enough wisdom I have chosen
wrongly or am doing something wrong." You are not doing anything wrong.

1994-1016-137

Allow yourself to abide in peace and in joy as the Child that you are, as the
Child that shows forth even now. Allow yourself to speak unto the body
that you love it and that you know it is your partner in this expression, and
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that you give thanks unto it every moment for the Light that it allows to
radiate through every cell.
1994-1016-138

And when it will send you messages of constriction allow yourself to
visualize the Light that you are in that place that calls out to you. It will
turn the constriction around. It will dissolve, but it is not something that
you need to do with a great effort of will. For that indeed, binds the
constriction to you even more tightly and it is not to be seen in judgment.
But just to be allowed to dissolve as you put the focus of your attention
upon the joy and the beauty that you see all around you and you will forget
- a very good forgetting - you will forget the tightness and the limitation of
vision. All healing is yours, beloved one.

1994-1016-139

And you, beautiful one, how are you this afternoon in your timing?

1994-1016-140

Pretty good.

1994-1016-141

Indeed, you are even more than pretty good. For indeed, you are pretty and
you are excellent.

1994-1016-142

{Laughter}

1994-1016-143

I would have you remember the beauty of the holy Child. I would have you
remember the unlimitedness of the Light that goes forever and ever free
flowing and experiencing. I would have you know that you are Light upon
this plane. That you have had the courage to choose to anchor your Light in
what you see as this time and this space and that you come Home rapidly.

1994-1016-144

Would you have a question this afternoon? It is not necessary for when the
heart is full even the questions of the mind are put to rest. So be it.

1994-1016-145

Beloved daughter, how are you?

1994-1016-146

Okay.

1994-1016-147

Indeed, you are okay and even more than okay. I would have you remember
the okayness of the holy Child. I would have you remember the Light
created before time was. Created by the One called our Father, the One
Creative Source. I would have you know your worthiness, for indeed you
have never made any wrong choices. You have chosen exactly what has
brought you to this time and this space and you have chosen well. You are
beautiful, beloved one. Allow yourself to bask in the sunshine of your own
Light. For indeed, many others do.

1994-1016-148

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-149

How do I get my physical body and my physical mind ... job that's
really, my survival is killing me?
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1994-1016-150

{Laughter}

1994-1016-151

Well, you have discerned already the constriction. Indeed, you have chosen
where you are in order to be of service to the brothers and sisters, but
more importantly to be of service to the One Self that we are. What you
do there, is no mere thing to be seen just as the activity of the
employment. There is a grander purpose and a grander design that you have
agreed to do in bringing your Light to that place and intermingling it with
the Light of the brothers and sisters.

1994-1016-152

There is activity that is upon the surface, yes, the seeming ostensible
reasons for being there, but the reason you are there is much more than
that. And as you allow yourself to connect with that divine reason and allow
yourself to connect with the Love that you are in every moment and that
you extend unto the brothers and sisters you will find that the need, as it is
seen, to be there will change.

1994-1016-153

The heart speaks to you of freedom. The heart speaks to you of another
way of serving and that vision, that speaking is very true. It will come to be
manifest. But allow yourself in what you see as this time period to be at
peace with where you are and what you are doing. You serve not only what
is seen as the activities of the world, the interchange of the energy, but
you serve our Heavenly Father as well. And when it is seen from that
viewpoint, it transforms even the most mundane activity.

1994-1016-154

You have agreed that you would be there and that you will bring your Light
and your Love even amongst all of the schedules and paperwork. Bless you,
beloved one. Thank you.

1994-1016-155

And beloved one, how are you today?

1994-1016-156

Wonderful.

1994-1016-157

You are indeed, wonderful. There is such a radiance. I would have you
remember your radiance. I would have you remember your oneness. I would
have you remember that you are well on your path to coming Home and that
Home is right in front of you. Right within you. Would you have a question
this afternoon?

1994-1016-158

Bless you, beloved one.

1994-1016-159

Beloved daughter, how are you?

1994-1016-160

I'm wonderful.

1994-1016-161

You are indeed wonderful. I would have you remember the unlimited holy
Child that you are created before time was and I would have you come
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Home in that awareness. For indeed you are the Child of the Heavenly
Father, expressing upon this plane. The heart is full and the heart is true.
Allow the Love that you are to pour forth freely for as you give it forth
freely you abide in that Love yourself.
1994-1016-162

You are doing very well. Bless you.

1994-1016-163

Thank you.

1994-1016-164

I thank you, beloved one, for you are the one who has had the courage to
say that "I will collect the dust of our Holy Mother, to me and I will
express even within as what is seen as the constriction of the world."

1994-1016-165

Beloved Mary, who has chosen that name in many lifetimes. How are you?

1994-1016-166

Indeed, you are. The heart again is full. I would have you remember in an
instant very rapidly I would have you remember who you are and to come
Home to our Father's house. For in our Father's house there is much joy and
laughter and beauty. The Father's house abides within you as you and it is
not afar off. It is who you are and I would have you remember quickly now.

1994-1016-167

For indeed, you are beauty upon this plane. You are the freedom of release,
the freedom of the energy that flows in an ever ongoing expression. Would
you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-168

Tell me about unconditional Love as seen through your eyes?

1994-1016-169

Ah, beloved one, yes. Indeed it is when the heart is so full of who you are
that you look upon the one in front of you and you judge them not for you
behold the Light that they are.

1994-1016-170

Very much has been spoken to one previously, where you would look upon
the little one, the brother or sister who stands before you and you would
look upon that little one who was learning to walk. Who gets up and toddles
about and falls down. Who plays in the sandbox and throws the sand
everywhere and then complains when the sand comes down on the head.

1994-1016-171

{Laughter}

1994-1016-172

And you would look upon that one as a grandmother does and you would love
them judging not the behavior. Judging not the self image that that one has
of himself or herself, but seeing the Light of Christ which is the true nature
of that one even though that one may not be acting from that place and
behold what our Father has made for it is good. That is unconditional Love.
That is the Love of the Heavenly Father that is looking beyond appearances.
It is looking beyond the limitation of just now what I see in front of my
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face and beholding not form and not limitation, but beholding the Love that
stands all around the seeming form of something.
1994-1016-173

All of you are Love walking. Walking and expressing. All of you desire to
know unconditional Love for it is who you are. All of you desire to know it in
fullness and to come Home and it approaches rapidly as you allow yourself
to claim it.That is why you have asked that question, beloved one, for you
are indeed unconditional Love yourself. It has been the voice of the world
that has spoken unto you that there is something to judge, to see perhaps
lack or limitation and yet the very reason that that voice comes up for you
is to allow you to choose anew. To allow you to say, "How can I see this in
wholeness?" Even the one who would stand before you and be acting out of
a place of unworthiness, a place where they do not know their holiness. You
hold a vision for that one and in doing that you uplift all of creation.

1994-1016-174

By your very asking of that question, you are already on the threshold of
knowing what you ask. Otherwise it would not come to your conscious
awareness. It would not come in such intensity that you would even voice
the question. You are that close, beloved one, to looking upon any and all of
your brothers and sisters and beholding the holy Child that they are.

1994-1016-175

Not beholding the behavior and the choices, but beholding the true essence
of the whole Child and being able to see that they act from a place of not
knowing their own wholeness, for if they knew their wholeness they would
be most busy extending Love and knowing themselves to be Love.

1994-1016-176

I desire to touch you as well. Would you come and be before me?

1994-1016-177

Thank you, beloved one. Could you kneel? Then we will be as what they
would say as upon equal footing here. You are most beautiful upon this
plane and I have chosen you to come to me in a symbolic form for you have
the courage to come Home. You have the courage to come to me, not one
Jeshua ben Joseph, but me as the Christ that we are. And I would have you
remember the Christ that you are. I would have you claim it and
acknowledge it in all that you do.

1994-1016-178

In every morning of your timing, to awaken first with the thought, "That I
am my Father's only Child. I am the Christ and i am Home." For indeed, you
are. Would you have a question?

1994-1016-179

No.

1994-1016-180

The heart is full. Thank you, beloved one, for being willing to make the
symbolic journey to this place of wholeness.

1994-1016-181

Thank you.
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1994-1016-182

Indeed.

1994-1016-183

I would approach this one who is a servant of the Heavenly Father and I
would bless you. I would thank you for being upon this plane for expressing
to the brothers and sisters the Light and the joy that you are. For giving
them opportunity to look past appearances and to behold the Christ that
you are and that they are. I would have you remember in fullness who you
are for indeed, you are remembering and you have chosen to come this time
and to let your Light so shine before men that they will see and glorify our
Heavenly Father Who dwells within us. Not afar off, but Who dwells within
us as the Light that we are. You are a grand joy upon this plane.

1994-1016-184

You give much joy to others. Thank you, beloved one. May I wear the hat?
{The brother lends Jeshua his hat.} Does it suit me? Thank you. Indeed,
grand style. Not quite what we had in my day and time but a good style.

1994-1016-185

Beloved daughter and servant of the Heavenly Father, how are you today?

1994-1016-186

Fine, thank you.

1994-1016-187

You are indeed. I would have you remember and I would have you come
Home quickly now, to that place within known as the Father's house, for
indeed you know well the Father's house and the many mansions for you
have expressed upon this plane and many other planes, the joy of the holy
Child and you are remembering and you are sharing with others that
remembrance.

1994-1016-188

Would you have a question in this afternoon?

1994-1016-189

Not for this afternoon.

1994-1016-190

Indeed, we will commune at another time. Thank you.

1994-1016-191

Beloved brother, how be you?

1994-1016-192

Pretty good.

1994-1016-193

You are indeed, good. Are you enjoying life?

1994-1016-194

Somewhat.

1994-1016-195

Do you enjoy the body?

1994-1016-196

Sometimes.

1994-1016-197

Indeed. I would have you remember why you are here. I would have you
remember the holy Child that you are. I would have you come Home in
wholeness and in full awareness and through that to enjoy life upon this
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plane and to know that this is not the only plane upon which you express
even now as we speak.
1994-1016-198

You are a beautiful anchoring of Light upon this plane. The body is
beautiful. It is your servant. It is here to be used and enjoyed. Would you
have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-199

Yes. What is faith and belief? How do I know Truth and knowledge?

1994-1016-200

Ah.

1994-1016-201

{Laughter}

1994-1016-202

A very simple question, yes. Yes, indeed. What you are having even now is
the faith to trust that there is more than what you see right in front of
you. More than just what you experience in this lifetime. "There is faith.
There is more and I will know more. It may not be right in front of me, but
there is a still small voice that speaks to me and it calls me Home." And
with that claiming, that is faith.

1994-1016-203

Belief has changed from lifetime to lifetime. It has altered, it has adjusted
according to what you have read, according to the society, according to the
learned men that you have studied with. According to your own wisdom as
you have written the grand scriptures that have come down through the
ages that others have studied. The belief comes from the inner yearning to
know who you are and there is seen in a certain time, a belief in a certain
way and even that belief changes in what you would see as one lifetime.

1994-1016-204

But faith, beloved one, is the knowing, "That I am more than what I see
just in the appearance of the body. That there is more to life, yes, to
expression upon this plane, yes, that there is more to the holy Child than
just this percentage that I focus upon and that I acknowledge." That is
faith. This is what sustains you in all of the adventure of the holy Child, for
you have had the faith. Based sometimes upon the belief in that time and
yet based beyond the changing beliefs.

1994-1016-205

The faith, beloved one, is true and it guides you Home. Thank you.

1994-1016-206

Beloved daughter, how are you in this afternoon?

1994-1016-207

Fine, thank you.

1994-1016-208

You are indeed, you are radiant.

1994-1016-209

How are you?

1994-1016-210

I am excellent. Thank you for asking. I would have you remember the holy
Child that you are. I would have you come Home in full awareness of that
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wholeness and that holiness. I would have you claim in every moment of your
timing your divine birthright, for there is nothing nor anyone not even
concepts of the mind that can keep that from you.
1994-1016-211

You are beautiful Light upon this plane and you use well the abilities of the
mind to allow the heart to express. There are many seen and unseen who
are very pleased with what you are allowing to be manifest and brought
forth upon this plane.

1994-1016-212

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-213

No.

1994-1016-214

What next? Ah, beloved one, a grand celebration.

1994-1016-215

Good.

1994-1016-216

Indeed. It is a family reunion such as what you see in this room today, and
even grander than that for there are many family members reawakening.
There are many family members preparing symbolically the picnic baskets
for the annual picnic and yet it will more than annual. There is a grand
celebration as the holy Child remembers who she is. As the holy Child
decrees and calls forth upon this plane, the Light that you are. The Light
that will be seen even in physicality so that no longer may men and women,
walk in darkness.

1994-1016-217

Thank you, beloved one. I desire to celebrate. I love to have a good party.
That is why I have invited all of you to come and to be. To be in the joy of
who you are.

1994-1016-218

I would again invite you to come and be with me.

1994-1016-219

I don't know if I should ask these questions but I'll let you talk first.

1994-1016-220

Ha, that's very kind of you, beloved one, for it was not always thus.

1994-1016-221

{Laughter}

1994-1016-222

Beloved one, I would have you remember the holy Child that you are. I
would have you remember the Light and the Love that you are upon this
plane. I would have you remember in joy and in laughter, great mirth, the
unlimited expression of the holy Child and through that, beloved one, you
come Home.

1994-1016-223

And now, beloved one, what would you ask?

1994-1016-224

I have two quick questions but I had answers to them. However I want
to hear your answers if you have any.
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1994-1016-225

Never, beloved one.

1994-1016-226

{Laughter}

1994-1016-227

The first question, I don't think a lot of people have contemplated one
way or the other, yet it came to me when you were walking around
before and that's why I started chuckling as you came around. The
question that I thought you might want to answer that probably if
anything more people would have contemplated. The first question being,
was Joan of Arc gay or did she marry and have children?

1994-1016-228

{Laughter}

1994-1016-229

See most people wouldn't have contemplated that.

1994-1016-230

{Laughter}

1994-1016-231

Indeed, there are not too many people who would thought that was of grand
importance.

1994-1016-232

And the other question would be, which did come first the chicken or
the egg?

1994-1016-233

{Laughter}

1994-1016-234

Grand questions. Joan of Arc, yes, was a lover of women. Joan of Arc, yes,
was a lover of the brothers and sisters which is why she allowed her
guidance to carry her forth as the leader that she has been shown to be. In
some renditions of truth she was known to be what you would call gay,
lesbian. But she did not limit herself to that.

1994-1016-235

There was a feeling, an alignment you would call it, an openness, but it did
not stop with that. For she found that she has placed in front of herself
many experiences that brought forth the unlimited outpouring of the Love
that she was and she saw that whoever stood before her whether they
were utilizing the vehicle of the female form in that lifetime or male, had
expressed and had been known unto her in other forms, in other lifetimes.
And she came unto a place of looking past the form and knowing the
unconditional Love that is you.

1994-1016-236

So beloved one, you may claim the answer that you know in your heart.
Thank you for bringing that up. Most people would not even have thought of
it, as you've said. But it is a very good question for it exemplifies the
journey of the holy Child. The journey of the holy Child who loves according
to what the society and culture dictates in some lifetimes, and the holy
Child who goes against what society and culture dictates in another lifetime
and say, "No, I must express my truth." And even in that expression of
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truth the holy Child comes to see there is no limitation and looks beyond
form. Very good question.
1994-1016-237

As to which came first, the chicken or the egg? What is your knowingness
of this, beloved one?

1994-1016-238

Just like Joan of Arc, it really doesn't make any difference. It doesn't
make any difference to analyze or discern whether things were right,
wrong or indifferent, even her choices to lead in battle or to be burned
at the stake because she was being made judgment on in that case. It
really doesn't make any difference, and as you taught me last night,
with the chicken and the egg, the discernment there would be it doesn't
make any difference. I enjoy chicken and I enjoy eggs and it doesn't
matter which came first.

1994-1016-239

Indeed, and it is a grand truth.

1994-1016-240

{Loud and long laughter}

1994-1016-241

For this is a question that has been debated for eons of time. Much like how
many angels can dance on the head of a pin? It is infinite. Again you are
speaking of form and within the experience of form, there are truths - with
a small "t" - depending on who is looking at it. And as you have already
discerned with grand wisdom, it matters not in the Truth - with a capital
"T" - which form came first for it will vary according to the perception of
the one who is beholding it and in one lifetime the grand sage has held
forth, that of course the egg came first. And that grand sage then has
come back and recycled the body and has said, "Well, that can't be right.
Obviously there had to be something to lay the egg, therefore the chicken
came first." And it goes round and round for it deals with form and with
appearance.

1994-1016-242

As you have discerned one needs to come past an appearance to know the
Truth - with a capital "T". Thank you, beloved one, grand questions.

1994-1016-243

Thank you.

1994-1016-244

Beloved one, would you come? This is by way of showing all of you the grand
balance. I come and I serve you. I am your servant and you come and you
serve me and you are my servant. Beloved one, I would have you remember
with great clarity the holy Child that you are. I would have you come Home
again rapidly in full awareness of the joy that you are upon this plane and
the Light that you are upon this plane.
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1994-1016-245

I would have you know the wholeness of the holy Child that is forever
unlimited and forever expressing and experiencing. For it is a grand journey.
Would you have a question, beloved one?

1994-1016-246

No.

1994-1016-247

No, the heart is very full. The eyes sparkle and there is the smile upon the
face. What more could one ask? Bless you, beloved one. Thank you.

1994-1016-248

Would you come. I so much appreciate all of you making trek unto my place.
Very good, beloved one. I would have you remember the holy Child that you
are, the Child that you have searched to know for many lifetimes. The Child
that you have served in fullness. I would have you know the joy of that
Child, to play as that Child. To play as that Child. To dance as the Light
upon this plane and to allow yourself the radiance of that joy. To behold it
in yourself and to behold it in your brothers and sisters. You are a blessing
unto many. Would you have a question in this afternoon?

1994-1016-249

No.

1994-1016-250

It is not necessary, for indeed the Light knows all answers. Every question
that would come unto the mind, is accompanied by its answer. Otherwise it
would not be a question. And when you allow yourself to look in the Light
that you are upon any question, instantly the answer is revealed. Allow
yourself the fullness of the heart, beloved one. I thank you for the service
that you have done in this lifetime and many other lifetimes.

1994-1016-251

Very good. Very good. It is a challenge that I require of some, as you see,
and they come willingly. Beloved one, you are the holy Child upon this plane.
You are Light and radiance and Love upon this plane. You are all wisdom and
all knowing upon this plane, and you allow the heart that you are to open
and to freely flow the Love that you are upon all the brothers and sisters.

1994-1016-252

Come Home quickly now. Do not judge yourself. Do not let any barrier be in
your way, for indeed, I do not see any barrier. Would you have a question
this afternoon?

1994-1016-253

No.

1994-1016-254

No, indeed, it is not necessary for you are the fullness of the Light that you
are. Thank you for being the good and true servant. Even in times of
questioning and doubt you have always served. Thank you.

1994-1016-255

Behold the Love as it approaches. Behold the Love that is seen in equality
even eye to eye, the equality of the One. Beloved one, I would have you
remember the holy Child that you are. I would have you come Home as you
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desire to do. For indeed you are already Home and many times in what you
would see as this past year of your timing, you have touched the place of
Home and it is a grand place of great radiance, great Love. Great
allowingness of the Love that you are. Would you have a question this
afternoon?
1994-1016-256

Would you speak to us of justice?

1994-1016-257

Ah, beloved one. Justice as it is seen in the world can vary according to the
perception of the time. According to the one who is beholding and weighing
certain aspects of information that one would have.

1994-1016-258

True justice is seeing the one who stands before you as the holy Child that
they are knowing that what appears right now is but a speck in eternity.
That indeed the one who would be seen as acting unjustly has been the one
who has extended justice to the other one in lifetimes, for indeed, everyone
has exchanged roles, has played every part so there is not the validity of
proof in judging any lifetime or any act. True justice lies in beholding the
Christ in each one. So be it.

1994-1016-259

And that is so true, beloved one, that in absolute Love there is no pain. Even
pain of the physical body dissolves in true Love for you are so much in the
free flow of the energy of Love that there is no place for constriction.

1994-1016-260

Beloved one, I would have you remember the holy Child that you are. I
would have you come Home in full awareness expressing upon this plane the
joy and the Light, the perfection of the holy Child and reminding others of
their holiness. Not holiness in the sense and term of the religious orders, but
the wholeness created perfect before time was. For indeed, that is who you
are and you are beauty itself upon this plane. Thank you. Would you have a
question, beloved one?

1994-1016-261

What you have done, does this mean I will have conscious awareness?

1994-1016-262

Indeed, claim it. Know it.

1994-1016-263

And the other, do you wish to send ... of angels?

1994-1016-264

Ah, beloved one, you are the angel upon this plane. There are many of what
you would see as angels, Light beings even within this room at this time.
They sit upon the shoulders, yes. They sit upon the laps. You are sitting,
kneeling upon ones and they do not feel a weight for they take themselves
very lightly.{Laughter}

1994-1016-265

Indeed, as you have seen there is much interest in angels just now. It has
come to surface and why has it come to surface? For the holy Child, the
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holy Daughter such as yourself that is calling them forth. Calling forth the
awareness of the Light that you are in infinite design patterns and infinite
expressions. Angels are very true and very real, beloved one. For even as
you have the focus of your attention upon this body and this time, you in
your unlimitedness, are expressing as an angel even as we speak.
1994-1016-266

As you allow yourself to sit in quietness in meditation, and speak unto the
unlimited Self that you are, you can call forth your angels. Your angelic
names as you would see them to be, and yet they are not separate from
you. They are as the facets of the diamond of which we have spoken earlier
today. The angels are very much Light beings as you are. They go lightly.
They are here, yes, to comfort, to guide. It is very much as one would call
the higher Self, your higher Self is your angel and yet it is not separate
from you. It is all of the holy Child.

1994-1016-267

You, beloved one, are an angel upon this plane. Allow yourself to trip lightly
in everyday, in every adventure that you have. For it is the only way to go.
It is the way to remember the Light that you are.

1994-1016-268

Thank you.

1994-1016-269

Thank you. Ah, thank you. That was very nice. I haven't been kissed in a
long time.

1994-1016-270

You are doing very well beloved one, and I will come to meet you. I would
have you remember the holy Child that you are. I would have you connect
fully with the unlimitedness of the Light and the Love that you are upon
this plane and upon all other dimensions as they would be seen. I would have
you know in every moment that you are your Father's only creation, created
perfect and you are always perfect. You have never sinned. You have never
gone astray. You have chosen to put the focus of your attention upon the
adventure from time to time. But now you are choosing to know who you
are.

1994-1016-271

Remember, beloved one, your holiness for you are whole and you are perfect
and you are loved as the Love that you are. Would you have a question this
afternoon?

1994-1016-272

I have heard that you came not to bring peace, but a sword. What does
that mean?

1994-1016-273

Ah, beloved one, always in your scriptures there are the cryptic statements
that mean much more than what the words convey. For yes, I came to bring
a sword. The sword of discernment. The sword that would cut through the
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limitations of the voice of the world. The limitations of the "shoulds" and
the "have to's". All of the constrictions, the limitations.
1994-1016-274

I came to bring the sword of true knowledge, the oneness, the Love, the
Light that we are. That is my sword and I brandish it joyfully. You, beloved
one, may take up that sword and know the Truth of your being. To cut
through all of the rubbish, of all of the restrictions that have been taught
unto you in many lifetimes and all of the rubbish of restrictions that you
have passed on from generation to generation in your choice of the
adventure. And there is no judgment and no guilt in that. For it was all part
of the grand design to experience ever ongoingness.

1994-1016-275

I did not come to bring peace in the world for indeed in the world there is
not peace. The world is a place of polarity as you see it upon this plane. It
is a place of conflict and of questions. A place of limitation, of restriction. I
came to bring the sword that will cut through to the heart of the matter.
The heart that you are. Thank you, beloved one. Thank you.

1994-1016-276

Beloved one, there is such a love in your eyes and in your being. Allow
yourself to know the holy Child that you are. Allow yourself to come Home
quickly now for indeed you abide within our Father's house always and
forever. Allow yourself to turn the focus of your attention unto the joy and
the unlimitedness of the Child that you are. Allow yourself in every moment
to claim your divine birthright for indeed, no one can keep it from you. It is
yours. You are the perfect Child who is forever loved by the Heavenly
Father for you are that Love and you can never be outside of it. You are
beautiful, beloved one.

1994-1016-277

Would you have a question this afternoon?

1994-1016-278

No, I don't.

1994-1016-279

It is not necessary. There is a fullness of the heart. Allow yourself to
connect every moment with the fullness of your heart and to know that
your heart is very much bonded with the heart of whoever stands in front
of you. For indeed the time comes rapidly now when you see the Light of
each one and you will even see the Light of the heart. It is a time of grand
joy and I thank you for being the courageous one who brings that forth for
the time is at hand. Thank you.

1994-1016-280

Beloved one, who moves with the grace of Light. I would have you remember
the holy Child that you are. I would have you remember the fluidity of
Light. I would have you remember the grand radiance of the Light that you
are on this plane and even more than what you see upon this plane. Know
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that you go with a freedom for indeed, Light is not contained but forever
goes on forward and forward.
1994-1016-281

The light of a single candle cannot be extinguished by the darkness. That is
how powerful Light is. Remember yourself as the Light. Light a candle from
time to time and enjoy, enjoy the Light that you are. Would you have a
question?

1994-1016-282

Yes. I wasn't going to ask it because it didn't sound too spiritual but....

1994-1016-283

Ah, beloved one, all questions are spiritual.

1994-1016-284

So others have contemplated this. One of the reiki masters on this plane
now asked the question, was Jesus a reiki master? ....

1994-1016-285

Indeed, yes, the energy that is now termed and known as reiki was an
energy that I used in doing many of the healings that you have seen. It is
much that you have recorded and that actually you have seen. It is much as
the energy that you now utilize. Extending from the heart the energy of
Love that you are, allowing it to flow through, yes, the hands unto another
one and then it is their choice if they will accept that energy and know
their wholeness.

1994-1016-286

For there were many who came unto me and cried out, "Master, heal me."
And when I extended to them the Love and the vision of the wholeness that
I knew them to be, they put it off and they said, "No. I do not choose to
claim it yet." And then there were those who came with a fullness of heart
and readiness to accept who they are and they cried out, "Master, heal
me." And I extended again the Love of my heart.

1994-1016-287

The energy that you would see coursing through the very hands, even
through the feet for it does not need to be hands. Do not limit it to one
part of the body. Even through the hugs that are given there is much
energy that is exchanged, much healing energy. And as I extended the Love
and the energy that I am unto that one, there was an instant recognition of
the wholeness that they are and the healing was accomplished.

1994-1016-288

Never did I heal anyone upon this plane. Always I allowed the opportunity
for connecting with the wholeness that you are. It was the choice of
whether that one respond and acknowledge and claim the wholeness. Many
did. Many didn't.

1994-1016-289

Yes, you may say that it was reiki, the energy known as reiki that I used in
my healing. It is age old. Thank you, beloved one, enjoy the healing that you
do.
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1994-1016-290

Beloved brother. Very good. There is much flexibility of the body. I would
have you remember the holy Child that you are. I would have you come
Home quickly now. I would have you claim the Light and the Love and the
wholeness of your holiness. I would have you acknowledge that in every
moment and to see that in everyone who stands before you. Everyone who
shares a story, a joke, as it would be. Everyone who shares an insight with
you. Everyone who comes unto you with questions and asks of you, "How can
I look at this? Show me the grander vision."

1994-1016-291

Allow yourself to remember the grander vision of the holy Child, and in that,
you come Home rapidly. Would you have a question, beloved one?

1994-1016-292

No.

1994-1016-293

It is not necessary. Thank you, beloved one. Thank you for the fluidity of
the Light that you are. You see I set before you sometimes what you would
see as a challenge and all of you come up and over the challenge.

1994-1016-294

Beloved one, indeed, and you do it very well. There is a youthfulness even
within the muscles and the bones, as you would call them, of the body.
Beloved one, I would have you remember the holy Child that you are. I
would have you connect and claim your holiness as the holy Child, the One
Child of divine Light that you are. I would have you remember that as you
are now doing in your interchange with the little ones.

1994-1016-295

For indeed, as you share your Light with them in conscious awareness and
you see the spontaneity of Love given unto you so freely, there you connect
in the home that you are. That is how simple it is. To behold the Light and
the Love of each child upon this plane. The ones who are small of stature
and the ones who are taller.

1994-1016-296

Beloved one, would you have a question?

1994-1016-297

No, I don't. A lot of them have been answered today.

1994-1016-298

Indeed, you have.

1994-1016-299

I just feel that I have had a lot of help.

1994-1016-300

Yes, for indeed, you are that Love and you are now seeing yourself as
deserving to know who you are.

1994-1016-301

I am one with you.

1994-1016-302

Indeed, as the holy Child that you are, yes. I have that problem with the
flowing robes from time to time, yes, indeed.
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1994-1016-303

Beloved one, ah, such a radiance. I would have you remember the holy Child
that you are. I would have you look deep into the eyes of your brothers and
sisters and behold the Oneness of the holy Child. To behold the One that we
are. For some of us express, as you would see, with the molecules of the
dust of the earth and others express as the angels and the Light beings as
ones that you would term as the masters who have gone nowhere, no way
from here. For indeed you are the master upon this plane. You are the Child
that is coming to know her grand unlimitedness and to go as the Light that
you are.

1994-1016-304

To take even the molecules of physicality known as the body and put them
into a grand fluidity of movement. You are the Light and it is beautiful.
Would you have a question?

1994-1016-305

No, I have many. I don't know where to start. I just have so many.
Maybe another time.

1994-1016-306

Indeed, we will do that. Yes. And you will find, beloved one, that the
questions as they come up for you they will bring right along with them
their answers.

1994-1016-307

I am finding that out.

1994-1016-308

Strange how that happens. Most strange and wonderful. Beloved one.

1994-1016-309

Beloved Child of our Heavenly Father, one who goes upon this plane most
childlike and yet who deals with simplicity, deals with the complexity of
what you see in the world and yet is simple of heart, which is your true
nature. I would have you remember the holy Child that you are. For indeed
you have seen this in the little one who has come to share the journey with
you. You are that holy Child as well.

1994-1016-310

As you have allowed yourself to open your heart to share Love freely with
this little one, you know yourself to be that Love and it is beautiful.
Welcome Home, beloved one. Would you have a question?

1994-1016-311

No, I want to thank you for the opportunities of our doubting minds.

1994-1016-312

Indeed. Congratulate yourself for having the openness of mind to say, "I will
play with a new idea. I will allow the laying down of the old restrictions of
how communication can be," and to look beyond appearances.

1994-1016-313

When will we ....?

1994-1016-314

Both. You will do it here in this locality for what you would see as a time
period and then you will go to where the heart desires to go. You do not
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have what you would see as the feet in concrete. You will very much be
moving them.
1994-1016-315

Thank you, beloved one. For as I am unlimited you are also and you will find
yourself going with a grand ease and freedom for you are bringing together
what needs be in the world's terms for sustaining the body, credentials as
they are known. But they will be credentials that will translate to different
geographical areas and in that you will allow yourself to open the heart and
do what the heart desires as well. It will be fun for you. It is time. Thank
you.

1994-1016-316

Ah, it has been my grand joy to be able to be amongst you in this way in
this afternoon of your timing. To teach out and to physically touch and to
exchange, as you would see, energy. The energy of Light and to reawaken
within you even as you would see a point of focus upon the physical being
known as a chakra. To reawaken the Light that is there and to play with
the questions of the mind.

1994-1016-317

For indeed, that is what questions are for, is to play with them. Not to get
yourself into a big knot about them and to worry with them as a dog
worries with a bone, but to play with the questions.

1994-1016-318

For you are the one who is calling forth the questions. You are the
manifester of the questions and in that you contain the answer for all
wisdom is who you are. You are the creator upon this plane. You are the
Child of the Creator and you are very creative. Even in times when you
would feel yourself to be up against the wall and all of you have said this
from time to time, "I feel like I'm up against the wall."

1994-1016-319

In those time, what happens? You get very creative. Ideas occur. You allow
yourself to think in unlimited terms when you get past banging the head
against the wall then you allow yourself to begin thinking in unlimited terms
and you get very creative.

1994-1016-320

It is very much as the seed that is tightly encased within its shell and
there is the desire to grow. That is what all of you have been feeling, the
desire to grow, to unfold, to express, to come Home. And you have done
what the seed does. You have pushed and you have pushed and you have
pushed until there has been a cracking in that very tight encasement that
you have held your image, the image of yourself to be within that
encasement.

1994-1016-321

Because you desire to know happiness. To know unconditional Love. To know
that that is who you are and to express that in every moment to the
brothers and sisters, yes, as you behold the Light that they are and see
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past the appearance of behavior. But even more, you desire to know the
unconditional Love that you are and you are beautiful.
1994-1016-322

Allow yourselves in every moment the joy, the joy of trying on a new hat,
yes. Try it on. See how it feels. Wear a new hat. A new sandal. See how
you walk in a new sandal. That is how you burst the encasement of the seed
and become the seedling. That is where you are now. You are very much
growing. Very green and growing and doing very well.

1994-1016-323

Each and everyone of you has allowed yourself the very experiences,
challenges sometimes you call them, that bring you Home. That bring you to
the place of choosing anew. Many choose the feelings of the body, the pain
in the body. The constriction of the body and the body is your perfect
servant for it will call out with a grand message to you. Even the very part
of the body that calls out to you has a specific message. Be vigilant in your
hearing for there is much wealth in that message.

1994-1016-324

Allow yourselves to be vigilant in beholding the Christ of each one who
stands before you. For in beholding the Christ of that one you behold
yourself for each one is a mirror unto you. For you can only recognize and
acknowledge what you already know of yourself.

1994-1016-325

Allow yourself as the holy Child that you are to come Home. Know that you
are already abiding within our Father's house. It is not afar off. It is not
withheld from you. You are the very ones who call forth the words of your
Scripture. You are the very ones who call forth even the cryptic messages
of Scripture in order to see past the limitation of the words, to see the
holiness contained within that message.

1994-1016-326

Allow yourself in every moment of your timing to rejoice, for indeed, the
holy Child rejoices again and again and again. Abides in the joy that you and
gives forth freely the Light and the Love.

1994-1016-327

This is a time of grand excitement upon this plane, a time of grand
acceleration. You are calling it forth because you desire to come Home. To
come Home in full awareness and know that every choice that you make is a
right one for it brings you to the threshold where you make the choice then
to claim your divine birthright.

1994-1016-328

You are the one Christ. You are the one Light upon this plane. I welcome
you Home.

1994-1016-329

So be it.

